
Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve 
 

Nestled against natural rock formations in the Cederberg and far away from big city lights lies Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve; a 
location which connects visitors of today with the soulful heritage and landscape once inhabited by the Khoi and San of the past. 
Kagga Kamma is unique in that it comprises an untouched Karoo-like wilderness: decorated in bursts of wild flowers, scattered 
and fascinating rock formations and an intriguing ecosystem of small creatures scarcely seen or found anywhere else. 

Guests to the area are touched by the incredible experience bestowed upon them when visiting the Reserve and often find 
themselves wishing to return to a place so undiscovered and exclusive. Enjoy a number of modern comforts while reconnecting 
with the earth. At Kagga Kamma space and time are measured by moments and memories formed in the red sand and of fynbos 
and endless skies. 

 Oh my gosh!!!! Breath-taking. An absolute bucket-list MUST for anyone. Will definitely go back. From the stunning Cave Suite, to 

the amazing couple’s hot stone massage and the delicious food. Oh, what a magnificent place. Absolute BLISS. You cannot help 

but feel super relaxed and completely disconnected from everything else that doesn't really matter. Definitely stay more than a 

day. Make a weekend or a couple of days out of it. The drive there was amazing, but once we reached Kagga Kamma - what an 

absolutely extraordinary experience. Wow. Wish I could give 10 stars. We went there for our honeymoon and it was romance 

heaven!  

- Jessica Pattinson (JUNE 2021) GOOGLE  

Accommodation 
Staying at Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve offers guests spectacular scenery and absolute tranquillity, as well as South African 
cuisine and fascinating tours and activities. 
 

Experience true communion with nature at Kagga Kamma; these exclusive offers are carefully curated to provide guests with an 

experience of a lifetime. Book an escape today and start creating everlasting holiday memories with Kagga Kamma Nature 

Reserve 

 

Six Sleeper Chalets 
Situated at vantage points across the landscape, these units provide comfortable space for families of up-to-six. The Chalets are 
fashioned with sandstone from the surrounds and each has a large patio with braai facilities to spend the evenings outdoors and 
under the starry skies. 

Eight Sleeper Chalets 
The Eight Sleeper Chalets are fashioned after old farmhouses and are complete with long, covered patios and a carport. These 

units are a home-away-from-home for guests who enjoy homely comforts and quality family time, surrounded by nature. 

         

       



Features 

Three Bedrooms with Two Twins or One Double Bed    Sleeper Couch for Two Children 

 Bathroom One: Shower, Basin and Toilet            Bathroom Two: Bath, Basin and Toilet 

  Fully-Equipped Kitchen                                                               Outdoor Braai 

GALARY 

 

       

        
 

Location 

 

GPS CO-ORDINATES 
Latitude: 32°44’49.68”S 
Longitude: 19°33’46.94”E 

ROUTES 
Via Direct Route 
This route is more direct and has a shorter travelling time. A number of wine farms can be visited along this route. 
3 hrs 19 min 

238km 

Via Bainskloof Pass 
This route travels through the busy town of Wellington and is thus slower, but is a much more scenic route. A number of 
wine farms can be visited along this route. 
3 hrs 29 min 
223km 

 


